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Set Theory and Management
1. The three sets A,B and C consist of the same number of
elements ;Given that (A ∩ B ∩ C) = 10 ; n(A ∪ B ∪ C) = 50 ;
n(A ∩ B) = 16 ; n(B ∩ C) = 18; n(A ∩ Bc ∩ Cc) = 4.
Calculate the order of each set.
2. A researcher collecting data on 100 households found the
following:
21 have a computer; 56 have a VCR and 12 have both:
a. How many do not have a VCR?
b. How many have neither a computer nor a VCR?
c. How many have a computer but not a VCR?
3. The employees in an electric utility cut down tall trees climb
poles and splice wires. Out of 100 employees :
46 can cut tall trees; 50 can climb poles; 57 can splice wires.
28 can cut trees and climb poles;20 can climb poles and splice
wires;25 can cut trees and splice wires;11 can do all three and 9
can not do any of the three (trainees)
a. How many can only cut tall trees?
b. How many can cut trees or climb poles?
c. How many can cut trees or climb poles or splice wires?
4. A computer technician repaired 30 computers of which:
25 required motherboards (MB);15 required CPU’s;19 required
Power Supply(PS);9 required both MB and CPU;10 required both
MB and PS;8 required both CPU and PS;5 required all three.
a. Draw a Venn diagram for the above information.
b. Explain why his supervisor found the original information
strange?
c. Which piece of information had he given wrong if he did
indeed repaired 30 computers. Explain why there is only one
possible candidate for erroneous information and calculate the
total number of parts that were used by him.
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